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We describe classroom activities and discussions in the “Early Algebra,
Early Arithmetic Project” that attempted to take into account the widely
accepted principle that teachers should carefully listen to what students
say and try to build on their initial understandings. The lesson was also
guided by the ideas that (a) arithmetical operations can be viewed as
functions; (b) generalizing lies at the heart of algebraic reasoning; and (d)
we should provide students with opportunities to use letters to stand for
unknown quantities and for variables. We will illustrate how these
considerations were reflected in the design of algebraic-arithmetic tasks
related to the operations of addition and subtraction.
What do we mean by “design principles” in mathematics education? General
prescriptions—“get to know the subject matter deeply”, “listen carefully to what students
say and try to build on their initial understandings” or “use multiple representations and
problem contexts”—easily turn into platitudes. We need to look closely at actual
classroom discussions and activities, relating them to the original intents and expectations
of the educational designers. Design is thus part of a larger process in which we are
planners but also learners.
We will focus here on an early algebra activity we designed for third graders. As in
other lessons in our project, this lesson was guided by the ideas that:
(a) Arithmetical operations can be viewed as functions;
(b) Generalizing lies at the heart of algebraic reasoning;
(c) We should provide students with opportunities to use letters to stand for unknown
quantities and for variables.
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The lesson we’ll consider here is structured around a situation in which one child, Mary,
is said to have three more candies than another child, John. In this lesson we explored
different ways of expressing what we knew about John and Mary’s amounts.
Here is how the problem was introduced to children in one classroom. (The precise
wording varied from class to class.)
Bárbara: Here are two boxes of candy. Okay. There is the same amount of candy
in each one of these boxes. (Pointing to a box) This is John's box of
candy. (Pointing to the other box with three candies on its top) And this is
Mary's box of candy. And one thing to remember is Mary has three extra
candies right on top of her box. Okay, so this is John's and this is Mary's.
Umm. If you had to say something about their... how many candies they
have, what would you say?
It is reasonable to wonder “where we were going” with such an opening. What was the
point in asking children to talk about a situation for which there was no clearly
specifiable problem and hence no solution? Where could this possibly lead?
We had several specific considerations in mind, among which were the following:
1. Additive comparisons tended to be somewhat challenging to students of this age;
2. Although the amount in each box was unspecified, the difference was fixed; from
earlier work, we knew that a difference quantity is an important component of
additive structures;
3. We wondered whether and how children would express the idea that there could
be many possible values for John and Mary’s amounts; and
4. The problem would possibly provide an opportunity to introduce letters to stand
for unknown amounts and for variables.
We will attempt to show examples of how we practiced the widely accepted principle that
teachers should carefully listen to what students say and try to build on their initial
understandings.
Our examples are part of our longitudinal investigation with the students of four thirdgrade classrooms in a public elementary school from a multi-cultural working-class
community in Greater Boston. Descriptions of our class materials are available at
www.earlyalgebra.terc.edu. The lesson we focus upon in this paper was the first one we
taught to third grade students we had been working with since second grade . Our
examples come from two of the classrooms we worked with. The researchers teaching the
lesson are Bárbara and David. Two camerapersons were present in each case and
occasionally interviewed children as they worked through problems. The students’
regular classroom teacher was also present.
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Empirical and Logical Viewpoints
Interviewer: In the Far North, where there is snow, all bears are white. Novaya
Zemlya is in the Far North and there is always snow there. What color are the
bears there?
A: I don’t know… I’ve seen a black bear. I haven’t seen any others…
B: We always speak only of what we see; we don’t talk about what we haven’t
seen.
(From A. R. Luria, Cognitive Development: Its Cultural and Social Foundations,
1976, pp. 108-109)

As in Luria’s study, children showed an initial interest in empirical matters. For
example, the students in one classroom spent several minutes questioning whether the
teacher (David) had actually placed equal numbers of candies in each box. One student,
Eric, remarked playfully that he suspected that David had placed a doughnut in one of the
boxes—a comment his classmates found delightfully funny. Since David did not yet wish
to open the boxes to settle the matter, he tried to assure them that he carefully put
candies, and precisely the same number, in each box. The students appeared to accept his
point.
However, when the boxes were passed around the room for children to inspect, they
compared them and vigorously shook them, trying to glean whatever information they
could from such investigations. On more than one occasion a student would raise anew
the issue of whether the boxes held equal amounts. And most students found themselves
trying to make predictions for the case at hand based on their examinations. This did not
surprise us, for we expected children to view the task as a game of estimating the
“correct” amounts.

Talik’s prediction—John has zero, Mary has three—is based on such empirical evidence:
Talik: When you pick up the box and it moves like that you didn't hear anything.
Bárbara: Okay. So Talik thinks maybe there is no candy inside the box because it
didn't make any noise.
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Representing on Paper
We asked the children to make drawings depicting what they knew about the problem.
Erica
Erica assigns a particular value to the number of candies in each box. She presumes there
are six candies in each box, giving John and Mary 6 and 9 candies respectively.

As her dialogue with Darrell suggests, Erica knows that other values are possible even
though she only expresses one possibility:
Darrell: Do you think there are any other guesses you can make?
Erica: Yeah.
Darrell: Yeah? What are some other guesses?
Erica: You can put seven, and you can have eight. You can have more.
Vilda
Other children such as Vilda leave their drawings with unassigned values, perhaps so as
not to commit themselves to particular numbers:
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Filipe
Filipe provided a guess for the number of candies in the box (8) but prefers to represent
the content of the boxes through question marks. The vertical lines on the boxes depict
rubber bands used to keep the boxes from opening:

Filipe: I put two boxes with question marks cause I didn't know how many were
in there. And right there (at the bottom of his work) in my theory that was
eight.
As we will see later, Bárbara will build on the question mark representation to introduce a
conventional symbol for unknown amounts.

Predicting Possible Amounts
Even from the start there was evidence that children were seeking to make
generalizations and consider formal features:
Bárbara: Now Andy, how many candies total do you think John has?
Andy: Three.
Bárbara: Three. And how many candies total do you think Mary has?
Andy: Six.
Bárbara: Six. Okay, see Andy's estimates were the same as Talik's. Does that
make Amir's estimate wrong?
Students: No.
Bárbara: Why? Why is it not wrong?
Talik: Because, because we don't know what the answer is yet.
Bárbara: Okay. So you're still...you're still going along with me. Right? You
don't know how many candies are in the box.
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Inconsistency
In each classroom, a few children struggled with the task and proposed values for John
and Mary’s totals that violated the idea that the difference must be three. They were then
questioned by their peers who appealed to the idea that the difference must be three (even
though we do not know the amount that either protagonist had). The next transcript
shows a child who apparently didn’t understand the task and how Bárbara tried to help
her move forward.
Bárbara: Three, right? So can you tell is yours, Kimberly, your example? How
many did you think John had?
Kimberly: Eight.
Bárbara: Eight. How many do you think Mary had?
Kimberly: Four.
Bárbara: Four. Now does Mary have more in your example? Does Mary have
more than John, right here [pointing to the table]?
Kimberly: Nope.
Bárbara: No? How many more does Mary have to have than John?
Kimberly: Three.
Bárbara: Three. So how could you change your answer? How many candies
would you give to Mary so that Mary would have three more than John?
Kimberly: Three.
Bárbara: You would give her three more than John, and how many would she
have total? What do you think Max?
Max: Seven.
Bárbara: She would have seven?
Student: Nine.
Bárbara: If John had eight...
Student: She should have thirteen.
Bárbara: ...and she had seven then she would still have less than John.
Jennifer: I think it's eleven.
Bárbara: You think eleven, Jennifer, why?
Jennifer: Because you add three to the eight.
Bárbara: You add three to the eight?
Jennifer: Eight or you could take away three from the eight [referring to the eight
in John's column from Kimberly's initial prediction] ...and give that three
to Mary and he'll have...eight take away three. He would have five.
Bárbara: Who would have...
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Jennifer: So John would have five and she would have eight.
Bárbara: Okay, so may...that could be a different option. But if Kimberly wants
John to have eight then all the kids are saying that...
Students: Eleven.
Bárbara: ...eleven should be the amount for Mary because it's three more than
John. Okay? Remember that each one of them has the same amount in the
boxes and Mary has three more.
An Invariant Difference
Jennifer volunteers a more general analysis of the situation and Bárbara takes this as an
opportunity to discuss the general properties behind the children’s guesses.
Barbara: Okay. You want to say something else Jennifer?
Jennifer: Yeah, and just like when we were at the beginning, you said like she had
three more and John had three less. So it's always going to be three.
Barbara: So you're following instructions.
Jennifer: The difference is always gonna be three.
Barbara: Okay, the dif...What did you say? Can you repeat that?
Jennifer: I said that at the beginning Mary...we were talking... how Mary always
had three more and John always had three less. So the difference is
always gonna be three.
Barbara: Okay. Now Jennifer just used a word for the first time. No one's used
this word. She said 'the difference is gonna be three.' She said 'Mary...If
Mary has three more...remember like Jeffrey said. And if John has three
less like Anthony said. Then the difference is going to be three. So how
would you call this column Jennifer?
Jennifer: The difference.
Registering Possible Values on a Table
As the above discussions took place, Bárbara registered each child’s prediction on the
overhead depicting a two-column table for John’s and Mary’s amounts (see below). A
column for each student’s name and another for the difference between John and Mary’s
amounts was added by Bárbara during the classroom discussion.
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Extending Student’s Thinking
A Question Mark
At some point Bárbara reverts to Filipe’s use of the question mark. She wonders whether
it might be used much like a letter is used to represent an unknown value.
Bárbara: Remember how Filipe said that he did not know how many was... how
many there were in John's box and he wrote a question mark.
Remember...umm...Filipe's question mark? Now, if Filipe didn't know
how much there were in John's box, what would he write for Mary?
Students: Three.
Bárbara: Just three?
Max: Question mark.
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Bárbara: Question mark. Now I hear two different things. Some say question
mark. Some say three. Do we actually know that Mary has three? What
do you think, Filipe?
Filipe: Three, cause...three, because if the box was empty and we still have three
at the top.
Filipe: It would be empty and we would just put the three inside and you would
still have three for Mary.
Bárbara: What Jennifer?
Jennifer: But you don't know if there is or isn't in the box. You just have to put a
question mark.
Bárbara: Just a question mark?
Jeffrey: No, because the three.
Bárbara: Now, okay. Now, I hear two things. One is that I should write a
question mark.
Bárbara: Another is that I should write three. But if I just write a question mark...
just a question mark. We have two question marks and then... someone
might think they look at the table that they have the same amounts. Do the
two kids have the same amounts?
Students: No.
Bárbara: No, and if I just write the three...What would it mean if someone saw a
three on Mary's side?
Nathan: It's three more.
Bárbara: It's three more.
James: That's zero for them cause they don't know. [Some children assumed, as
James does, that zero is the amount, because one cannot be certain of any
number in the box.] It's three more than zero.
Bárbara: So how could we write that?
Nathan: You put a zero in John's candies and leave the three in Mary's.
Bárbara: But I don't want to write a zero in John's...
Nathan: Leave the question mark.
Bárbara: I want to leave the question mark.
James: That equals zero cause you don't know what's in it.
Nathan: And plus the three equals three more.
Building upon Nathan's response, Bárbara introduces the notation “?+3” to capture the
idea of three more than the unknown amount in the box.
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Representing Unknown Amounts
In another classroom, taught by David, Kevin and Matthew preferred to not speculate
about the amounts. Matthew then explained:
Matthew: Actually well I...I well...I think without the three maybe it's...Yea, I
pretty much don't wanna make a prediction.
David takes this as an opportunity to introduce a mathematical convention:
David: Okay, but let me offer you an alternative and see if you're willing to do
this. …What if I tell you, Matthew, that John has N...N pieces of candy.
And N can mean any amount. It could mean nothing. It could mean
ninety. It could mean seven. Does that sound okay?
Matthew: Yea.
David: Allright, so why don't you write down N. [Addressing the other students:]
He's willing to accept that suggestion. Well, now here's the problem, and
this is a difficult problem. Matthew, how many should we say that Mary
has if John has N candies, and N can stand for anything?
Cristian: Oooh. Oooh.
David: Hold on Cristian.
David: What do you think we should do? How would we call...how would we
call... this is how many...if N stands for any amount that he happens to
have...okay...that John happens to have, then how much would Mary
have? You think she'd have...
Joseph: N.
David: N?
Joseph: Yes.
Student: Yes.
David: Well, if we write N here doesn't that suggest that they have the same
amount?
Students: No.
Briana: It could mean anything.
Student: She could have any amount like John.
David: Yea, it could anything. I know just what you mean. But some people
would look at it and say it's the same anything if you're calling them both
N. So how could you mean...is Mary supposed to have more than John or
less or the same?
Students: More.
David: How many more?
Student: Three more.
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David: Three more, so could...how could we write down three more than N if N is
what John has? How could we do that?
Joey: Three...cause N could stand for nothing.
David: It could stand for nothing, but we're telling you that we're gonna use it to
stand for any possibility. [Another student: nothing] Okay, it could stand
for nothing.
Joseph: N plus three.
David: N plus three?
Joseph: N plus three.
David: Wow. Explain that to us.
Joseph: Huh?
David: Go ahead.
Joseph: I thought cause she could have three more than John. Write N plus three
cause she could have any amount plus three.
David: So any amount plus three. So why don't you write that down, N plus
three.
Anne: Cristian had his hand up for a long time too. I was wondering how he was
thinking about it.
David: Cristian, you want to explain?
Cristian: I was...I thinking the same thing.
David: Go ahead explain. You think the same thing as Joseph, N plus three?
Why don't you explain to us your reasoning and let's see if it's just like
Joseph's.
Cristian: Cause if it's any number, like if it's ninety.
David: Yea.
Cristian: You could just, like add three and it'd be ninety-three.
David: Yes. Yea, this is really, really neat. You guys are...are.., What...what
should we call that...should we call that the Joseph and Cristian rule?
Students: [laughter]

Opening the Box
At the end of the class they open the box to finally find out how many candies were in
each box. Here are the last comments by Jennifer and by Filipe in the class taught by
Bárbara:
Bárbara: So, now we're going to open up the boxes now, okay.
Students: Yes!
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Bárbara: Do you think that anyone in the class has actually the one right answer?
Jennifer: Everybody had the right answer.
Bárbara: Why do you think so Jennifer?
Jennifer: Because everybody... like... has three more. Always.
Bárbara: Okay. Everyone guessed three as the difference right? Everyone kept
that constant. (Filipe raises his had) Yes, Filipe.
Filipe: When we open up the box, can we have some candy?

Discussion
The candies problem can be viewed both as a particular empirical state of affairs and as a
set of logical possibilities. The former viewpoint gains prominence when one wonders
how many candies are actually in the box. The latter emerges as one focuses on the
verbal description of the problem and attempts to find multiple “solutions”. Each
viewpoint offers its version of truth or correctness. There can only be one empirical truth
regarding the number of candies owned by John and Mary. By this standard, only
students who guess the numbers of candies in the boxes can be right. However, the
logical standard accepts all answers consistent with the information given, regardless of
whether they correspond to the reality present in the classroom. As Jennifer expressed it,
“Everybody [in her class] had the right answer… Because everybody… has three more.
Always.”
One could argue that the task given to the students was “ambiguous”, that it was subject
to conflicting interpretations, that we should have made it clear from the start which
viewpoint we were trying to legitimize. However, we do not think ambiguity is
necessarily a bad thing. It is important for students to appreciate the tension between
realistic considerations and theoretical possibilities2. We chuckle when we learn of
students concluding that 5.2 buses are needed to transport children to an outing. But we
accept a statement such as “there are 2.3 children in an average family”, for which there
is not a single actual example. Each case exemplifies the same sort of tension.
By asking the students to make predictions about numbers of candies, we may have
encouraged some of them to construe their task as having to guess accurately. However,
this same activity served as an opportunity to discuss “impossible answers”, such as when
2

In mathematics this tension continues to play an important role in considerations of
variables and functions. In principle, a letter such as N stands for an infinite number of
values—any (or all) of the values N could take on. However, for various reasons we may
wish to restrict our consideration to a particular value (e.g. N=7). This instance stands to
the general case as an empirical instance stands to all of the logical possibilities.
Likewise, if we consider an equation such as, N + 8 = 3N, N can, in principle, take on
any value in the domain; however, there is only one possible value. Both the general and
the particular interpretation, though distinct, are correct. In this sense, an unknown is a
variable that is constrained to take on one value (or a finite set of values). N could be any
number, but the only one that works is such and such.
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a student suggested that child had 8 candies and the other 10 candies. These answers are
of course “impossible” only by virtue of the verbal information provided. Furthermore,
once the prediction table was set up, students could try to describe what features were
invariant among the (valid) answers. In a sense, the data table allowed students to make a
generalization.
The second day of the candies activity (not mentioned above) took the discussion further
into the territory of logical possibilities and constraints. In this class we asked the
students to consider the totals of John’s and Mary’s candies, given the “fact” that Mary
had three more candies than John. Could they have 15 candies, together? What about 12
candies? Or 2 candies? Why or why not? We gave them a number of problems to figure
out based on varying assumptions about the totals. After working through several of these
examples (with odd numbered totals), they began to see that there was a pattern: they
could determine the number of candies in each box systematically. However, the fact that
students systematically solved the problem (subtracting 3 and dividing the result by 2)
did not guarantee that they could state their procedures clearly: at least two pairs of
students in one class described their approach as dividing by 2 and then subtracting 3.
Eventually we would like to have seen them produce answers such as (N-3)/2, but it they
would need considerably more experience with using letters to stand for unknown values
before such an expression would make sense to them.
The mere fact that they entertained an expression such as “N+3” as a reasonable way to
express Mary’s candies as a function of John’s was encouraging. We believe students
accepted this because the notation was a natural extension to the students’ own
experience. Filipe had introduced question marks to represent John and Mary’s amounts.
This led Barbara to point out the potential confusion due to using the same symbol, “?”,
to represent different amounts. This puzzle was advanced when students suggested that
Mary’s amount should be “any number plus three”, which Barbara embodied first as “?
+3” and later as “N+3”.
David outright proposed that Matthew adopt the letter N to specify an unknown amount
(remember: Matthew did not wish to commit himself to a particular value). Once
Matthew and the other students accepted this convention they came to the conclusion,
through suggestions by Joseph and Cristian, that Mary’s amount should be called “N plus
three.” This is admittedly a small step in the direction of using algebraic notation; but we
consider it an important one.
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